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Welcome to the Harold Alfond
Center for Cancer Care. This
center has been designed to
provide you with world-class
cancer treatment and to provide
you with services that will
support and soothe you and
your family during what we
know is a very stressful time.
Please use this guide as a
reference and if you don’t see
what you need please talk to
your caregiver. It is our goal to
not just treat you, but to care
for you, nurturing your body
mind and spirit during the time
we share together.
Andy Hertler, M.D. Director
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Maps of Facility

Entrance Level
Reception desk

Peter Alfond café and terrace

When you enter the building your first stop is

The café offers nutritious meals and snacks

the reception desk. Our knowledgeable staff will

Monday through Friday. Its menu is based on

determine whether you need to register, guide

American Cancer Society healthy eating

you to your desired destination and alert their

guidelines to help you maintain your energy and

colleagues that you are on your way.

strength throughout your treatment. The grill is
open 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. For your convenience,

Patient registration

cash and personal checks are accepted. For

On-site patient registration is located near the

patients receiving treatments during meal times,

main lobby. You can also preregister from

the selection of your choice is delivered to you.

the comfort of your home by calling first, then
simply signing the required consent form when
you arrive. You only have to register once if
you require continued care.

Great room waiting and resource center
The great room has been designed as a warm
and comfortable space where you and those
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accompanying you can relax, listen to music
and find the latest information on cancer
prevention, detection, treatments, side effects,
clinical trials, community resources and support
groups. The materials have been chosen by our
knowledgeable librarians in conjunction with
our American Cancer Society (ACS) partners.
ACS and MaineGeneral volunteers regularly
update the materials to ensure you access to

Financial counseling

the timeliest material available. In addition our

The great room has been designed as a warm and
comfortable space where you and your loved ones
can relax and listen to music.

building is wired to allow for computer access

Financial counselors are available on-site next to

anywhere you go.

patient registration. They will help you with
financial assistance eligibility determination and
application preparation. They are knowledgeable
about the requirements of Social Security, Social
Security Disability, MaineCare, Maine Breast and
Cervical Health Program and uncompensated care
programs. If you don’t qualify for assistance
programs they will help you to make other
payment arrangements.

Harold Alfond Center for Cancer Care, for more information please call (888) 303.3922 or visit www.mainegeneral.org

Breast Care Program

Dietary counseling

Our nurses coordinate all diagnostic services

A dietitian is available throughout the week to

and education for women whose mammograms

assist with individual nutritional planning,

warrant further testing. With offices at the

nutritional counseling and patient and family

HACCC the breast care coordinators provide

support. Our dietitian is specially trained to

support to women as they undergo their

deal with the unique needs of cancer patients

diagnostic procedures and provide a bridge to

including loss of appetite, nausea, swallowing

the treatment team upon receiving a diagnosis

difficulties and taste changes. To assist families

of breast cancer.

patients and the general public with making
nutritional lifestyle changes, cooking classes

Lorette Joseph Boutique

are available at the center’s teaching kitchen

Feeling good and looking good go hand in hand.

located on the first floor.

The boutique is staffed by a specially trained

Conference rooms

staff to assist you with selection and fittings of
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wigs and hairpieces and “Look Good-Feel Better”

To support the teaching, consultation and support

makeup classes. In addition the boutique offers

group needs of our patients the following

head wraps, selected clothing, personal and skin

conference rooms are located on the first and

care products, stress reduction and inspirational

second floor:

materials, cookbooks, greeting cards, accessories,
and artisan-crafted jewelry and other gift items.
The boutique is open Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Entrance level:
Kennebec County Urology Conference room
Prescott Conference Room
Shuman Conference Room

Second level:
Viens Conference Room
Multidisciplinary Conference Room

Harold Alfond Center for Cancer Care, for more information please call (888) 303.3922 or visit www.mainegeneral.org

We have provided spaces in our treatment
areas and healing gardens for privacy with
family and friends.

Radiation therapy
The major goal of radiation therapy is to maximize
curing cancer while maintaining optimal organ
function and quality of life. The MaineGeneral
cancer program offers technologically superior
facilities to provide the highest quality surgical,
medical and radiation oncology available to our
patients. Radiation oncology services are provided
using state-of-the-art equipment for treatment
planning and therapy. Treatment modalities
include external-beam radiation therapy (EBRT),
high dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy, and low
dose rate (LDR) brachytherapy. External beam
radiation therapy is delivered with two linear
accelerator treatment machines. These machines
produce high energy radiation which is used in a
precisely targeted way to painlessly treat your
cancer. Their capabilities include intensity
modulated (IMRT) treatment delivery and

The latest technology in imaging services is hear for
you to minimize the stress of travel to many different
locations during the course of your treatment.

Diagnostic imaging

specialized image guidance technology (IGRT).

To minimize the stress of travel to many different

These technologies allow radiation oncologists to

locations during the course of your treatment, the

monitor your tumor daily and adjust your

latest technology in imaging services has been

radiation treatments to maximize the effect on

brought to the Harold Alfond Center for Cancer

your tumor while minimizing exposure to your

Care. These services including X-ray, ultrasound

normal tissue. With brachytherapy, physicians

and PET/CT and allow us to evaluate and

implant small radioactive sources directly into or

monitor how your treatment is progressing. Our

near the tumor to deliver high does of radiation.

positron emission tomography/computed

These implants can be temporary or permanent.

tomography (PET/CT) was the first fixed unit in

This type of treatment often complements

the State. This cutting edge technology combines

external beam radiation therapy.

two powerful diagnostic tools, allowing physicians

Radiation therapy at the Harold Alfond Center for
Cancer Care is provided in a beautiful light-filled
environment designed to reduce stress and honor
patient privacy preferences. The department is

to picture the minute details of even the tiniest
tumors. The results lead to more precise
treatment plans, better monitoring and more
successful treatment outcomes.

organized with its own parking entrance and
reception area, a clinic area for appointments with
your physician, a treatment planning area using
the latest in CT planning technology and a
changing and therapy area featuring indoor and
outdoor waiting options.

Harold Alfond Center for Cancer Care, for more information please call (888) 303.3922 or visit www.mainegeneral.org
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Terrace Level
Integrative Medicine

Social work services

In conjunction with traditional medical treatments

We have two social workers specializing in the

integrative medical therapies offer patients

needs of cancer patients and their families. One

symptom and pain relief, stress reduction and

is located in our medical oncology area on the

relaxation. Therapies offered at the Harold Alfond

terrace level the other in an office on level one.

Center for Cancer Care include acupuncture,

They assist patients to access disability benefits,

message, reflexology, Reiki and herbal medicine.

MaineGeneral’s uncompensated care program

A schedule of our services is available by or by

and pharmaceutical company free drug programs.

visiting our website at www.mainegeneral.org

In addition they provide coordination for
transportation to and from appointments, and

Meditation room

information regarding crisis counseling and

Located on the Terrace Level next to the

referrals, community resources and support groups.

Integrative Medicine room, the private meditation
area allows patients and their families a private
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Medical oncology

quiet and soothing place to talk, relax or meet

Upon checking in you will be directed to the

with chaplain or pastoral volunteers. With private

waiting area where you can enjoy our gas fireplace

access to our healing gardens and walking paths,

or help yourself to something to drink before

it provides a soothing respite from treatment

entering our laboratory or the medical oncology

areas of the center.

exam or treatment area. The Harold Alfond Center
for Cancer Care medical oncology service brings

Pastoral care

you the latest advances in cancer treatment using

Chaplain and pastoral volunteers are available to

chemotherapy, biotherapy and other medical drug

provide all who enter our doors with spiritual

therapies. Our team of board-certified specialists in

support, prayer and counseling. Supporting our

oncology, hematology and internal medicine

philosophy of caring for the mind body and spirit,

provide you with treatment options customized to

our specially trained volunteers and our clergy

your needs. In addition they offer access to clinical

are available for visits.

trials developed by national research groups to
ensure you access to the best treatments for your

Lab

particular type of cancer.

For your convenience our lab is located directly

Our treatment infusion area has been designed

adjacent to our medical oncology department.

with meticulous attention to the needs of our

As part of our “energy sparing” design concept

All treatment areas have individual televisions and

patients. First and foremost we have the space to

this allows you easy access to laboratory testing

most have access to beautiful garden views.

allow you to bring family or friends to support

that has been ordered for before or after your

you during your treatments. For those days when

Directly adjacent to our treatment area is our

treatment session. As with all the patient care

you would like privacy you may receive your

medical oncology exam area. To support our

areas of the building the lab drawing area is

treatment in a private treatment room. When

philosophy of patient-centered care you will be

infused with light with direct views of our

weather permits, if it is appropriate, you may

cared for by the same physician led team of nurses

terrace gardens.

receive your treatment outside on the garden patio.

and physician assistants throughout your
treatment period.

Harold Alfond Center for Cancer Care, for more information please call (888) 303.3922 or visit www.mainegeneral.org

You may receive your
treatment outside on
the garden patio.

Second Level

Other Services

Available through the MaineGeneral cancer program

American Cancer Society support

Inpatient Hospital Care

To answer your questions and link you to resources

If you need to be hospitalized during the course

The American Cancer Society has trained

of your treatment MaineGeneral provides a

volunteers to get the information you need when

specialized nursing floor at its Augusta campus

you need it. In 2009 we look forward to having a

staffed by oncology certified nurses with extensive

full time ACS Patient Navigator on hand as well

experience and commitment to the care of the

to work with the volunteers to provide the most

cancer patient. The Infusion Clinics in Waterville

up-to-date information in terms that you can

and Augusta on our medical center campuses are

understand. They also help you with day-to-day

a resource to supplement outpatient oncology

needs such as transportation to appointments,

care that is needed after hours and weekends.

community resources, support groups, programs,
and classes including:
Look Good, Feel better - beauty tips for women
in treatment
Reach to recovery - breast cancer survivors visit
with current patients
Man to Man - support group for men dealing
with prostate cancer
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Emergency care
MaineGeneral operates the Kennebec Valley
region’s largest emergency care service with newly
expanded departments at both its Augusta campus
and its Thayer campus in Waterville.

Palliative care
MaineGeneral’s palliative care team works to

To find out more call 1-800-227-2345 or visit

relieve the symptoms and stress of advanced

their website at www.cancer.org

illness. The goal is to improve quality of life for

Support Groups

Multidisciplinary Clinic
The Multidisciplinary Clinic was created with the
convenience of the patient and family in mind.
Located on the second floor of the Center, the
department boasts spacious exam rooms with
views of the pond and gardens. Rather than
separate visits at different sites, patients and their
family members will meet with one, two or more
specialists during a single visit.
To meet the needs of the majority of our patients,
we provide the following clinics at the Harold
Alfond Center for Cancer Care.

Breast Clinic
Wednesdays

8 a.m. to11 a.m.

Surgical Breast Clinic
Fridays
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
GI Clinic
Mondays

1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Palliative Care Clinic
Wednesdays
11 a.m. to Noon
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.

patients and their families. The care is not a one
size-fits-all approach, the team works with each

For patients and family members dealing with a

individual’s unique problems needs and goals.

cancer diagnosis, support groups offer the

It is available to provide care at any time during or

opportunity to meet with others to share

after the course of therapy working closely with

information and help each other through a very

the treatment team. The service is directed by a

difficult period in their lives. They are typically

physician board certified in medical oncology and

informal and focus on the positive, emphasizing

hospice and palliative medicine. Its services

the importance of getting necessary care and

include aggressive treatment to relieve symptoms

making the most of each day. There are a number

such as shortness of breath nausea or fatigue,

of support groups available both within the

emotional and spiritual support for patients and

MaineGeneral system and our surrounding area,

their families, and coordination of care in the

but since dates and locations can change, please

community or at home

contact one of our social workers for the most
current information on available groups.

Head and Neck Clinic
8 a.m. to Noon
Thursdays

Harold Alfond Center for Cancer Care, for more information please call (888) 303.3922 or visit www.mainegeneral.org
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Maps of Facility
Annual events

Directions

Cancer Survivors Day

From the Interstate

Held each September at the HACCC the event is

Take I-95 to Exit 113 (Route 3). Travel on Route 3

designed to celebrate life and the courage of our

for .75 miles to Route 104 (the first light). Turn right.

cancer “survivors”. It is a family-centered fun-filled

Travel .5 miles to Old Belgrade Road, turn right

afternoon of activities, refreshments, entertainment,

(just after Kennebec Valley Federal Credit Union).

the highlight of which is a moving program of
remarks by cancer survivors themselves.

Walk for Hope
This 5K mile walk is held each October (on
the Saturday following Columbus Day) during
Breast Cancer Awareness month to raise money

The center is 1.8 miles north on your right.

From MaineGeneral’s Augusta Campus
Take Route 201 north to Route 3. Turn left,
traveling over the Third Bridge. Turn left at the
light onto Route 104.

for the MaineGeneral breast coordinator

After .5 miles turn right onto Old Belgrade Road

program. Participation has grown to over 600

(just after Kennebec Valley Federal Credit Union).

women who share the experience of walking

The center is 1.8 miles north on your right.

through the University of Augusta campus
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nature trail system to celebrate the power of
their determination to overcome this disease
through early detection and research.

Parking
The HACCC offers drop off canopies at both its
main front and radiation therapy back entrances.
Surface parking is available adjacent to both the
front and the back of the building. For first time
medical oncology patients and patients scheduled
for diagnostic imaging tests the most convenient
parking is located at the front of the building. For
radiation therapy patients the most convenient
parking is at the back of the building.

Shuttle service
A free shuttle service is available for Waterville
patients. Weather permitting, it picks up and
drops off patients at the MaineGeneral Medical
Center Thayer campus. Space permitting patients
can have a family member/friend accompany them
on the shuttle.
Information regarding the shuttle is available from
the medical and radiation therapy staff. To
schedule a ride, cancel or check on weather
conditions call 621-9449.
Harold Alfond Center for Cancer Care, for more information please call (888) 303.3922 or visit www.mainegeneral.org
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